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Abstract

The different geometrical effects that determine the light output

of BGO crystals are Investigated. Several bulk shapes, attenuation

lengths and reflectors are compared. The highest light output is ob-

tained from trape'iolds with specular reflecting walls.
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The Monte Carlo technique has been used successfully In the oast

[1,2] to determine the fate of photons Inside sclntlllators and light

guides. In this paper we Investigate the effect of the shape of bismuth

germanate (BGO) sclntlllators on the amount of light collected by a

photooultlpller coupled to It.

Two disadvantages of BGO crystals, compared for Instance with

Nal(Ti), are the reduced scintillation efficiency and the large Index

of refraction (n-2.15), which decreases significantly the critical

angle. Consequently, In order to obtain good energy resolution one

oust optimize carefully the collection of light from the crystal to the

photoaultlplier.

We have developed a Monte Carlo program that simulates the props- _

gation of photon* Inside the crystal until they are either absorbed,

lost or collected by the photomultlpller. The following properties are

Included In the program.

a) Random or localized photon origin.

b) A variable absorption probability during transmission

through the crystal (attenuation length).

c) Reflection or refraction on the walls (specular or

random) with adjustable Indices of refractions at each

wall and adjustlble reflectivity.

d) Several possible shapes, including cylinders, cubes and

trapezoids.

e) The crystal was presumed uniform, without internal

scattering.

The program will simulate the fate of N photons (--10s) and will

calculate the number of them absorbed, trapped, lost or collected by a
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photMultiplier. It will also calculate the average distance travelled

by • photon and the average number of reflections. The program relia-

bility was teated uaing several Halting caaes where the results could

be evaluated Independently* For Instance no attenuation, where all

photon* are collected with probability equal to the area of the face.

Besults: Comparison of three shapes

"•? compared cylinders, cubes and trapezoids with the sane surface

area and two absorption lengths, 3C cm and 50 ca. He used linear

dimensions of 10 cat and determined thr light collected In one face

where we assumed an optical contact with relative index of refraction

of 1.36 and all other faces with n-2.15. Specular and randoa reflectors

were considered, and In all cases the source of light was randomly dis-

tributed over the whole voluae.

The results are shown In table 1. The conclusions are that In all

circumstances the trapezoidal shape collects more photons, and that

specular surfaces are better for trapezoids but not for cylinders snd

cubes where random reflectors collect more light.

We Investigated further the trapezoidal shape by using specular

surfaces, an attenuation length of 50 ca (a height of 10 ca), and vari-

able angle of the walla as given by a defined as the angle between the

central axis of the trapecold and one side. The total surface was kept

constant. The photons collected in the larger area wall as a function

of a are shown in fig. 1. These results show the following eTfects.

For a-0 the photons collected are the same as in a cube, as It should

be. For small increasing a the number of collected photons lncreaaes

linearly with o up to about «-8* where it saturates. The amount of

photons collected almost doubles (from 21Z to 38Z). External reflecting



wrapping will Increase this number even further.

Conclusions I

A trapezold with specular walls and a»8* Is the most efficient

shape to maximize the light collection In a BCO crystal.
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Table 1. Percentage of collected photons for different

shapes, reflectors and attenuation lengths*

Shape Reflector Collected photons
attenuation length
(SO ca) (30 ca)

Trapezold

Cube

Cylinder

specular
randosi

specular
randOB

specular
randoa

35Z
27Z

21Z
25Z

21Z
25Z

28Z
23Z

18Z
20Z

18Z
21Z

Figure caption

1. The fraction (In per cent) of light collected on the larger square

face as a function of the trapezold angle.
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